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�������������������� ���������� ������������� tipo ������������������ ������������ ��������������� the inappropriate use of antibiotics is a primary cause of the ongoing
increase in drug resistance amongst pathogenic bacteria the resulting decrease in the efficacy of antibiotics threatens our ability to combat infectious diseases rapid
point of care tests to identify pathogens and better target the appropriate treatment could greatly improve the use of antibiotics yet there are few such tests currently
available or being developed despite the rapid pace of medical innovation clearly something is inhibiting the much needed development of new and more convenient
diagnostic tools this study delineates priorities for developing diagnostics to improve antibiotic prescription and use with the goal of managing and curbing the
expansion of drug resistance it calls for new approaches particularly in the provision of diagnostic devices and in doing so outlines some of the inadequacies in health
science and policy initiatives that have led to the dearth of such devices the authors make the case that there is a clear and urgent need for innovation not only in the
technology of diagnosis but also in public policy and medical practice to support the availability and use of better diagnostic tools this book explores the complexities
of the diagnostics market from the perspective of both supply and demand unearthing interesting bottlenecks some obvious some more subtle it calls for a multifaceted and
broad policy response and an overhaul of current practice so that the growth of bacterial resistance can be stemmed in conducting focus groups caroline j oates and
panayiota j alevizou explain what is involved in conducting focus groups outlining their main features use in research their design and the kind of rich qualitative data
they facilitate ideal for business and management students reading for a master s degree each book in the series may also serve as reference books for doctoral students
and faculty members interested in the method part of sage s mastering business research methods conceived and edited by bill lee mark n k saunders and vadake k narayanan
and designed to support researchers by providing in depth and practical guidance on using a chosen method of data collection or analysis this is a comprehensive book with
theoretical and practical input for health care researchers exploring the humanistic and individual aspects of health and illness it covers the main qualitative research
methods and provides clear concise and well evidenced clinical information for researchers from all disciplines building on the global success of the first edition of
qualitative research theory method and practice the new edition has been thoroughly updated and revised it succeeds in providing a comprehensive yet accessible guide to a
variety of methodological approaches to qualitative research edited by david silverman the book brings together a team of internationally renowned researchers to discuss
the theory and practice of qualitative research in each chapter the contributors broaden our conception of qualitative research by drawing upon particular examples of
data analysis to advance their analytical arguments in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand
content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and
mobile entertainment issues and trends in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and
data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile
entertainment issues and trends the conferences on applications for computers and operations research in the minerals industry apcom initially focused on the optimization
of geostatistics and resource estimation several standard methods used in these fields were presented in the early days of apcom while geostatistics remains an important
part information technology has emerged and nowadays apcom not only focuses on geostatistics and resource estimation but has broadened its horizon to information and
communication technology ict in the mineral industry mining goes digital is a collection of 90 high quality peer reviewed papers covering recent ict related developments
in geostatistics and resource estimation mine planning scheduling and dispatch mine safety and mine operation internet of things robotics emerging technologies synergies
from other industries general aspects of digital transformation in mining mining goes digital will be of interest to professionals and academics involved or interested in
the above mentioned areas colorado history is filled with maverick men and women who shaped the state s identity and culture trailblazers zebulon pike and stephen long
laid groundwork for the miners farmers and statesmen who helped the area evolve into a territory and a state father of rocky mountain national park enos mills and writer
isabella bird praised the surrounding natural splendor and championed its preservation entrepreneurs otto mears and william jackson palmer linked mines with towns such as
colorado springs and telluride while the innovations of f o stanley and nikola tesla energized the state author phyllis j perry chronicles the lives of thirty men and
women who left their indelible marks on colorado interpretive political science is the second of two volumes featuring a selection of key writings by r a w rhodes volume
ii looks forward and explores the interpretive turn and its implications for the craft of political science especially public administration and draws together articles
from 2005 onwards on the theme of the interpretive turn in political science part i provides a summary statement of the interpretive approach and part ii develops the
theme of blurring genres and discusses a variety of research methods common in the humanities including ethnographic fieldwork life history and focus groups part iii
demonstrates how the genres of thought and presentation found in the humanities can be used in political science it presents four examples of such blurring at work with
studies of applied anthropology and civil service reform women s studies and government departments and storytelling and local knowledge the book concludes with a summary
of what is edifying about an interpretive approach and why this approach matters and revisits some of the more common criticisms before indulging in plausible conjectures
about the future of interpretivism the author seeks new and interesting ways to explore governance high politics public policies and the study of public administration in
general volume i collects in one place for the first time the main articles written by rhodes on policy networks and governance between 1990 and 2005 and explores a new
way of describing british government focusing on policy making and the ways in which policy is put into practice this volume is the first of two volumes that address the
most recent ten years 1997 2006 of focus group studies and research literature volume one provides coverage of the arts and humanities social sciences and the nonmedical
sciences and volume two concentrates on the medical and health sciences these volumes cover the english language academic literature books chapters in books journal
articles and significant pamphlets available in libraries via interlibrary loan and online a variety of materials are included instructional guides handbooks reference
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works textbooks and academic journal literature in focus groups volume i the following subject disciplines have been considered in the arts and humanities linguistics
music religion and sports and leisure studies in the social sciences anthropology business cartography communication demography education law library science political
science psychology and sociology and in the non medical sciences agriculture biology engineering environmental sciences and physics the selected entries have a minimum of
four pages and include 29 books 50 book chapters 349 articles and 10 pamphlets for a total of 438 entries an appendix includes the titles of the 245 journals cited along
with the appropriate entry numbers for each author and subject indexes provide access to the contents with the subject index providing access to unique terms the detailed
contents pages are designed to enable the reader to quickly find appropriate entries through the use of extensive and detailed subheadings we d all like to say we
understand jazz but how many of us really know the difference between a wes montgomery and a joe pass solo who s got the time to study all those complicated chords where
can you actually buy one of those little round pork pie hats never mind it s easy to bluff gives you all the skills you need learn to play some impressive riffs and solos
and discover everything you need to hold your own at any jazz gig this book critically examines the potential of and suggests ways forward in harnessing a versatile and
powerful method of research focus groups the book challenges some of the emerging orthodoxies and presents accessible insightful and reflective discussions about the
issues around focus group work the contributors an impressive group of experienced researchers from a range of disciplines and traditions discuss different ways of
designing conducting and analyzing focus group research they examine sampling strategies the implications of combining focus groups with other methods accessing views of
minority groups their contribution to participatory or feminist research use of software packages discourse anal when it first appeared in 1995 the good marriage became a
best seller it offers timeless clues to the secret of happy long lasting marriages based on a groundbreaking study of fifty couples who consider themselves happily
married psychologist judith wallerstein presents the four basic types of marriage romantic rescue companionate and traditional and identifies nine developmental tasks
that must be successfully undertaken in a good marriage separation from the family of origin up and down vicissitudes of early years children balance of work and home
dealing with infidelities and more the men and women wallerstein interviewed readily admit that even the best relationship requires hard work and continuing negotiation
especially in the midst of societal pressures that can tear marriages apart but they also convey an inspirational message for almost all of them feel that their marriage
is their single greatest accomplishment the good marriage explains why and its lively mix of storytelling and analysis will challenge every couple to think in a
profoundly different way about the most important relationship in their lives should be required reading for all who are interested in marriage w walter menninger should
prove a lifesaver for many couples publishers weekly will enrich the sparse literature on happy marriages usa today one of the nice things about the good marriage is its
modesty it doesn t pretend to offer a philosophy or even a lecture on marriage it takes no position on the ideologically charged issues of women s marital roles and
status equally important it ignores the two most common ways of talking about marriage as a contract negotiated between two equal parties and as the pathway to individual
fulfillment for this reason it is refreshingly free of rights talk and therapy talk indeed wallerstein places much more emphasis on the development of good judgment and a
moral sense than on the acquisition of effective communication or negotiation skills barbara dafoe whitehead the atlantic a lagniappe to enduring couplehood the strength
of this study is that ms wallerstein a gifted interviewer persuades the couples to reveal their interior lives in rich explicit detail susan jacoby the new york times
book review written in a masterful style that often reads like the best popular fiction wallerstein and blakeslee again combine their substantial talents deftly and
entertainingly exploring the foundations of good marriages tara aronson san francisco examiner chronicle groundbreaking boston globe this is a wonderfully readable and
immensely valuable book full of wise and original insights about the many many roads to marital happiness judith viorst with wisdom humor and sympathetic understanding
judith wallerstein helps us recognize and rediscover the good marriage lucid psychologically sophisticated and generously wise david blankenhorn newsday historically
informative as well as profoundly wise psychologically joan m erikson for a long time as a rabbi i ve been using the good marriage by the late judith wallerstein in my
pre marital counseling she provides amazingly helpful insights which open up conversations and lead couples to think much more deeply about what they are getting
themselves into and what they might need to do to keep their marriages strong rabbi carl m perkins a welcome addition to the field of literature on contemporary marriage
the style is clear concise sensitive and occasionally personal her personal additions add warmth emotional consciousness and greater insight into what makes individuals
and couples happy in their relationships this book has value for the many audiences interested in relational theory that want to approach relationships from a realistic
and positive perspective nancy williford clinical social work journal in the good marriage wallerstein s new study of 50 married couples offers affirmation that the
process of marriage itself presents a vehicle for transformation a best selling author wallerstein employs a thoughtful nonaggressive style that appeals to the general
public wallerstein has performed an invaluable service in the good marriage elizabeth m tully m d journal of academy of child and adolescent psychiatry solid impressive
those interested in social policy should be pleased that so well respected a liberal academic as ms wallerstein has written a book that celebrates marriage and points the
way toward restructuring it wall street journal with extraordinary skill and compassion wallerstein and blakeslee take us inside the lives of fifty american couples and
find that a good marriage still provides the best framework for enduring love and intimacy sylvia ann hewlett a very appealing book clearly written and clearly thought
out library journal wallerstein s major contribution is not about how and why love lasts but about how and why love develops it is in such a context less idyllic but more
realistic that the book will prove to be a lasting contribution readings a journal of reviews and commentary in mental health as a practical bridge between the classroom
and the field this down to earth hands on collection offers an impressive range of insightful focused vignettes about cultural research that will jumpstart students
thinking about the practice of anthropology reflecting the contributions of nearly two dozen practicing social scientists each clearly written chapter of doing cultural
anthropology covers the fundamentals of a different data collection technique following an overview of a particular ethnographic method each author describes his or her
own research project and shows how that technique is utilized learning by doing remains the thrust of the latest edition which includes two new chapters plus significant
revisions to five of the original contributions each chapter ends with suggestions for student projects that promote hands on exposure to what ethnographers actually do
readers are given just enough information to appreciate the technique and to practice it for themselves interdisciplinary perspectives on the relation between sleep and
learning in early development volume 60 the latest release in this ongoing series focuses on the relationship between sleep and learning for research and practice
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specific chapters cover sleep learning memory and executive functioning in infancy and early childhood newly walking infants night sleep impacts next day learning and
problem solving the effect of napping and night time sleep on memory in infants the contribution of good sleep to working memory in 2 to 4 year olds a matter of duration
or regulation sleep development in preschool predicts executive functioning in early elementary school and more covers the relationship between sleep and learning in
infancy and early childhood provides an interdisciplinary exchange of approaches and perspectives among scholars of sleep and learning presents the implications of the
relationship between sleep and learning for research and practice in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital
events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media
digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends the sage handbook of research methods in political science and international relations offers a comprehensive overview
of research processes in social science from the ideation and design of research projects through the construction of theoretical arguments to conceptualization
measurement data collection and quantitative qualitative empirical analysis exposited through 65 major new contributions from leading international methodologists each
chapter surveys builds upon and extends the modern state of the art in its area following through its six part organization undergraduate and graduate students
researchers and practicing academics will be guided through the design methods and analysis of issues in political science and international relations part one
formulating good research questions designing good research projects part two methods of theoretical argumentation part three conceptualization measurement part four
large scale data collection representation methods part five quantitative empirical methods part six qualitative mixed methods in highlighting the unique features of
focus groups cyr explains how they can help social science researchers effectively answer certain research questions an active pleasure to read mail on sunday harold
wilson s famous reference to white heat captured the optimistic spirit of a society in the midst of breathtaking change from the gaudy pleasures of swinging london to the
tragic bloodshed in northern ireland from the intrigues of westminster to the drama of the world cup british life seemed to have taken on a dramatic new momentum the
memories images and colourful personalities of those heady times still resonate today mop tops and mini skirts strikes and demonstrations carnaby street and kings road
harold wilson and edward heath mary quant and jean shrimpton enoch powell and mary whitehouse marianne faithfull and mick jagger in this wonderfully rich and readable
historical narrative dominic sandbrook looks behind the myths of the swinging sixties to unearth the contradictions of a society caught between optimism and decline this
critical edition publishes for the first time anywhere the original manuscript and revised versions of pudd nhead wilson mark twain s story of the antebellum south first
published in 1894 continues to prompt conversations about race and the dire legacy of american slavery at its heart is roxy a mixed race woman enslaved to a wealthy
missouri family to save her infant son whose father was white from being sold down the river roxy switches him in the cradle with her master s son setting in motion a
train of ironic and bitter events with its mixture of farce social commentary tragedy and satire pudd nhead wilson has come to be one of mark twain s most read and most
studied works but few have read the original pudd nhead wilson the text familiar since 1894 as editor benjamin griffin shows was heavily edited and censored first by the
author himself under pressure from family and friends then by his publishers now the mark twain project makes available the full text of the morgan library manuscript the
original version together with a critical text of the revised version stripped of the changes imposed by mark twain s editors and publishers two fascinating ways to
encounter this troubled and troubling novel this book attempts to disseminate information about several e governance projects and possible data mining benefits which are
the future of good governance in india arthur e waite and artist pamela colman smith s rider waite tarot 1909 is the most popular tarot in the world today it is
affectionately referred to as the rider waite smith tarot in recognition of the high quality of smith s contributions waite and smith s deck has become the gold standard
for identifying and analyzing contemporary tarot and other meditation decks based on archetypes developments in both visual and literary history and theory have
influenced tarot since its fifteenth century invention as a game and subsequent adaptations for esotericism cartomancy and meditation this analysis consider tarot in
relation to established modern and postmodern art movements such as symbolism surrealism and pattern and decoration art as well as the concepts and theories informing
both the dominance and the dissolution of the modernist grid and hierarchical priorities this work also explores the close connection between tarot and the invention of
the literary novel and includes new material on the representation of tarot in film and fiction a new chapter addresses the growing influence of the archetypal shadow and
shadow work on tarot as an artistic form narrative genre and practice in the new millennium this stimulating text presents a concise and accessible introduction to
feminist theory today covering all the major variants of feminist political thought it offers a unique examination of the archive of modern feminist theory from the
publication of the feminine mystique in 1963 to current postmodernist and legal feminist texts it provides both an intellectual history and a political critique of
contemporary feminism in the united states and in the united kingdom judith evans focuses on the divergence within as well as between feminist schools and on protests
from women marginalized by the movement including those who are lesbian and those who are black feminist theory today contends that the early feminist demand for radical
equality has gone contributing to its drastic undertheorization while brilliantly reconceptualizing this concept the author documents the changes in socialist feminism
from its revolutionary origins to its current focus on modifying liberal democratic forms this report offers a survey of the methods that are being deployed at leading
digital libraries to assess the use and usability of their online collections and services focusing on 24 digital library federation member libraries the study s author
distinguished dlf fellow denise troll covey conducted numerous interviews with library professionals who are engaged in assessment the report describes the application
strengths and weaknesses of assessment techniques that include surveys focus groups user protocols and transaction log analysis covey s work is also an essential
methodological guidebook for each method that she covers she is careful to supply a definition explain why and how libraries use the method what they do with the results
and what problems they encounter the report includes an extensive bibliography on more detailed methodological information and descriptions of assessment instruments that
have proved particularly effective the 4th edition of this extensive text is an outstanding resource prepared by nurses and a librarian for nurses in a structured and
helpful style it presents thousands of items from the literature published papers reports books and electronic resources as a clear accessible and most of all useful
collection the efforts to signpost and lead the reader to the sought for information are effective and well conceived and the how to use this book section is remarkably
simple the book should be found in every nursing and health library every research institute and centre and close to many career researchers desks rcn research this
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latest edition of resources for nursing research provides a comprehensive bibliography of sources on nursing research and includes references for books journal papers and
internet resources designed to act as a signpost to available literature in the area this fourth edition covers the disciplines of nursing health care and the social
sciences entries are concise informative and accessible and are arranged under three main sections sources of literature covers the process of literature searching
including using libraries and other tools for accessing literature methods of inquiry includes an introduction to research how to conceptualize and design nursing and
health research measurement and data collection and the interpretation and presentation of data the background to research in nursing encompasses the development of
nursing research the profession s responsibilities the role of government funding research roles and careers and education for research fully revised and updated the
fourth edition includes just under 3000 entries of which 90 are new it has extensive coverage of us uk literature and other international resources this new edition will
be an essential guide for all those with an interest in nursing research including students teachers librarians practitioners and researchers in its 114th year billboard
remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts
and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends
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Ensuring Innovation in Diagnostics for Bacterial Infection 2017-10-30 the inappropriate use of antibiotics is a primary cause of the ongoing increase in drug resistance
amongst pathogenic bacteria the resulting decrease in the efficacy of antibiotics threatens our ability to combat infectious diseases rapid point of care tests to
identify pathogens and better target the appropriate treatment could greatly improve the use of antibiotics yet there are few such tests currently available or being
developed despite the rapid pace of medical innovation clearly something is inhibiting the much needed development of new and more convenient diagnostic tools this study
delineates priorities for developing diagnostics to improve antibiotic prescription and use with the goal of managing and curbing the expansion of drug resistance it
calls for new approaches particularly in the provision of diagnostic devices and in doing so outlines some of the inadequacies in health science and policy initiatives
that have led to the dearth of such devices the authors make the case that there is a clear and urgent need for innovation not only in the technology of diagnosis but
also in public policy and medical practice to support the availability and use of better diagnostic tools this book explores the complexities of the diagnostics market
from the perspective of both supply and demand unearthing interesting bottlenecks some obvious some more subtle it calls for a multifaceted and broad policy response and
an overhaul of current practice so that the growth of bacterial resistance can be stemmed
Conducting Focus Groups for Business and Management Students 2006-06-14 in conducting focus groups caroline j oates and panayiota j alevizou explain what is involved in
conducting focus groups outlining their main features use in research their design and the kind of rich qualitative data they facilitate ideal for business and management
students reading for a master s degree each book in the series may also serve as reference books for doctoral students and faculty members interested in the method part
of sage s mastering business research methods conceived and edited by bill lee mark n k saunders and vadake k narayanan and designed to support researchers by providing
in depth and practical guidance on using a chosen method of data collection or analysis
Qualitative Research in Health Care 2004-05-25 this is a comprehensive book with theoretical and practical input for health care researchers exploring the humanistic and
individual aspects of health and illness it covers the main qualitative research methods and provides clear concise and well evidenced clinical information for
researchers from all disciplines
Qualitative Research 1788 building on the global success of the first edition of qualitative research theory method and practice the new edition has been thoroughly
updated and revised it succeeds in providing a comprehensive yet accessible guide to a variety of methodological approaches to qualitative research edited by david
silverman the book brings together a team of internationally renowned researchers to discuss the theory and practice of qualitative research in each chapter the
contributors broaden our conception of qualitative research by drawing upon particular examples of data analysis to advance their analytical arguments
The Traveller's Pocket-Book; Or, Ogilby and Morgan's Book of the Roads, Improved and Amended ... The Twenty-third Edition, Corrected, and Considerably Improved 1794 in
its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes
the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends
The Traveller's Pocket-Book; Or, Ogilby and Morgan's Book of the Roads, Improved and Amended ... The Twenty-fourth Edition, Corrected, and Considerably Improved. [With a
Map.] 1965-08-14 in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform
billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends
Billboard 1968-10-05 the conferences on applications for computers and operations research in the minerals industry apcom initially focused on the optimization of
geostatistics and resource estimation several standard methods used in these fields were presented in the early days of apcom while geostatistics remains an important
part information technology has emerged and nowadays apcom not only focuses on geostatistics and resource estimation but has broadened its horizon to information and
communication technology ict in the mineral industry mining goes digital is a collection of 90 high quality peer reviewed papers covering recent ict related developments
in geostatistics and resource estimation mine planning scheduling and dispatch mine safety and mine operation internet of things robotics emerging technologies synergies
from other industries general aspects of digital transformation in mining mining goes digital will be of interest to professionals and academics involved or interested in
the above mentioned areas
Billboard 2019-05-22 colorado history is filled with maverick men and women who shaped the state s identity and culture trailblazers zebulon pike and stephen long laid
groundwork for the miners farmers and statesmen who helped the area evolve into a territory and a state father of rocky mountain national park enos mills and writer
isabella bird praised the surrounding natural splendor and championed its preservation entrepreneurs otto mears and william jackson palmer linked mines with towns such as
colorado springs and telluride while the innovations of f o stanley and nikola tesla energized the state author phyllis j perry chronicles the lives of thirty men and
women who left their indelible marks on colorado
Mining goes Digital 2015 interpretive political science is the second of two volumes featuring a selection of key writings by r a w rhodes volume ii looks forward and
explores the interpretive turn and its implications for the craft of political science especially public administration and draws together articles from 2005 onwards on
the theme of the interpretive turn in political science part i provides a summary statement of the interpretive approach and part ii develops the theme of blurring genres
and discusses a variety of research methods common in the humanities including ethnographic fieldwork life history and focus groups part iii demonstrates how the genres
of thought and presentation found in the humanities can be used in political science it presents four examples of such blurring at work with studies of applied
anthropology and civil service reform women s studies and government departments and storytelling and local knowledge the book concludes with a summary of what is
edifying about an interpretive approach and why this approach matters and revisits some of the more common criticisms before indulging in plausible conjectures about the
future of interpretivism the author seeks new and interesting ways to explore governance high politics public policies and the study of public administration in general



volume i collects in one place for the first time the main articles written by rhodes on policy networks and governance between 1990 and 2005 and explores a new way of
describing british government focusing on policy making and the ways in which policy is put into practice
Colorado Vanguards: Historic Trailblazers and Their Local Legacies 2017-07-21 this volume is the first of two volumes that address the most recent ten years 1997 2006 of
focus group studies and research literature volume one provides coverage of the arts and humanities social sciences and the nonmedical sciences and volume two
concentrates on the medical and health sciences these volumes cover the english language academic literature books chapters in books journal articles and significant
pamphlets available in libraries via interlibrary loan and online a variety of materials are included instructional guides handbooks reference works textbooks and
academic journal literature in focus groups volume i the following subject disciplines have been considered in the arts and humanities linguistics music religion and
sports and leisure studies in the social sciences anthropology business cartography communication demography education law library science political science psychology
and sociology and in the non medical sciences agriculture biology engineering environmental sciences and physics the selected entries have a minimum of four pages and
include 29 books 50 book chapters 349 articles and 10 pamphlets for a total of 438 entries an appendix includes the titles of the 245 journals cited along with the
appropriate entry numbers for each author and subject indexes provide access to the contents with the subject index providing access to unique terms the detailed contents
pages are designed to enable the reader to quickly find appropriate entries through the use of extensive and detailed subheadings
Interpretive Political Science 2008-07-07 we d all like to say we understand jazz but how many of us really know the difference between a wes montgomery and a joe pass
solo who s got the time to study all those complicated chords where can you actually buy one of those little round pork pie hats never mind it s easy to bluff gives you
all the skills you need learn to play some impressive riffs and solos and discover everything you need to hold your own at any jazz gig
Focus Groups 1853 this book critically examines the potential of and suggests ways forward in harnessing a versatile and powerful method of research focus groups the book
challenges some of the emerging orthodoxies and presents accessible insightful and reflective discussions about the issues around focus group work the contributors an
impressive group of experienced researchers from a range of disciplines and traditions discuss different ways of designing conducting and analyzing focus group research
they examine sampling strategies the implications of combining focus groups with other methods accessing views of minority groups their contribution to participatory or
feminist research use of software packages discourse anal
The Athenaeum 2010-06-04 when it first appeared in 1995 the good marriage became a best seller it offers timeless clues to the secret of happy long lasting marriages
based on a groundbreaking study of fifty couples who consider themselves happily married psychologist judith wallerstein presents the four basic types of marriage
romantic rescue companionate and traditional and identifies nine developmental tasks that must be successfully undertaken in a good marriage separation from the family of
origin up and down vicissitudes of early years children balance of work and home dealing with infidelities and more the men and women wallerstein interviewed readily
admit that even the best relationship requires hard work and continuing negotiation especially in the midst of societal pressures that can tear marriages apart but they
also convey an inspirational message for almost all of them feel that their marriage is their single greatest accomplishment the good marriage explains why and its lively
mix of storytelling and analysis will challenge every couple to think in a profoundly different way about the most important relationship in their lives should be
required reading for all who are interested in marriage w walter menninger should prove a lifesaver for many couples publishers weekly will enrich the sparse literature
on happy marriages usa today one of the nice things about the good marriage is its modesty it doesn t pretend to offer a philosophy or even a lecture on marriage it takes
no position on the ideologically charged issues of women s marital roles and status equally important it ignores the two most common ways of talking about marriage as a
contract negotiated between two equal parties and as the pathway to individual fulfillment for this reason it is refreshingly free of rights talk and therapy talk indeed
wallerstein places much more emphasis on the development of good judgment and a moral sense than on the acquisition of effective communication or negotiation skills
barbara dafoe whitehead the atlantic a lagniappe to enduring couplehood the strength of this study is that ms wallerstein a gifted interviewer persuades the couples to
reveal their interior lives in rich explicit detail susan jacoby the new york times book review written in a masterful style that often reads like the best popular
fiction wallerstein and blakeslee again combine their substantial talents deftly and entertainingly exploring the foundations of good marriages tara aronson san francisco
examiner chronicle groundbreaking boston globe this is a wonderfully readable and immensely valuable book full of wise and original insights about the many many roads to
marital happiness judith viorst with wisdom humor and sympathetic understanding judith wallerstein helps us recognize and rediscover the good marriage lucid
psychologically sophisticated and generously wise david blankenhorn newsday historically informative as well as profoundly wise psychologically joan m erikson for a long
time as a rabbi i ve been using the good marriage by the late judith wallerstein in my pre marital counseling she provides amazingly helpful insights which open up
conversations and lead couples to think much more deeply about what they are getting themselves into and what they might need to do to keep their marriages strong rabbi
carl m perkins a welcome addition to the field of literature on contemporary marriage the style is clear concise sensitive and occasionally personal her personal
additions add warmth emotional consciousness and greater insight into what makes individuals and couples happy in their relationships this book has value for the many
audiences interested in relational theory that want to approach relationships from a realistic and positive perspective nancy williford clinical social work journal in
the good marriage wallerstein s new study of 50 married couples offers affirmation that the process of marriage itself presents a vehicle for transformation a best
selling author wallerstein employs a thoughtful nonaggressive style that appeals to the general public wallerstein has performed an invaluable service in the good
marriage elizabeth m tully m d journal of academy of child and adolescent psychiatry solid impressive those interested in social policy should be pleased that so well
respected a liberal academic as ms wallerstein has written a book that celebrates marriage and points the way toward restructuring it wall street journal with
extraordinary skill and compassion wallerstein and blakeslee take us inside the lives of fifty american couples and find that a good marriage still provides the best
framework for enduring love and intimacy sylvia ann hewlett a very appealing book clearly written and clearly thought out library journal wallerstein s major contribution
is not about how and why love lasts but about how and why love develops it is in such a context less idyllic but more realistic that the book will prove to be a lasting



contribution readings a journal of reviews and commentary in mental health
It's Easy To Bluff... Jazz Guitar 1853 as a practical bridge between the classroom and the field this down to earth hands on collection offers an impressive range of
insightful focused vignettes about cultural research that will jumpstart students thinking about the practice of anthropology reflecting the contributions of nearly two
dozen practicing social scientists each clearly written chapter of doing cultural anthropology covers the fundamentals of a different data collection technique following
an overview of a particular ethnographic method each author describes his or her own research project and shows how that technique is utilized learning by doing remains
the thrust of the latest edition which includes two new chapters plus significant revisions to five of the original contributions each chapter ends with suggestions for
student projects that promote hands on exposure to what ethnographers actually do readers are given just enough information to appreciate the technique and to practice it
for themselves
Athenaeum and Literary Chronicle 1853 interdisciplinary perspectives on the relation between sleep and learning in early development volume 60 the latest release in this
ongoing series focuses on the relationship between sleep and learning for research and practice specific chapters cover sleep learning memory and executive functioning in
infancy and early childhood newly walking infants night sleep impacts next day learning and problem solving the effect of napping and night time sleep on memory in
infants the contribution of good sleep to working memory in 2 to 4 year olds a matter of duration or regulation sleep development in preschool predicts executive
functioning in early elementary school and more covers the relationship between sleep and learning in infancy and early childhood provides an interdisciplinary exchange
of approaches and perspectives among scholars of sleep and learning presents the implications of the relationship between sleep and learning for research and practice
The Athenæum 1979-01 in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing
platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and
trends
Cruising World 1999-02-22 the sage handbook of research methods in political science and international relations offers a comprehensive overview of research processes in
social science from the ideation and design of research projects through the construction of theoretical arguments to conceptualization measurement data collection and
quantitative qualitative empirical analysis exposited through 65 major new contributions from leading international methodologists each chapter surveys builds upon and
extends the modern state of the art in its area following through its six part organization undergraduate and graduate students researchers and practicing academics will
be guided through the design methods and analysis of issues in political science and international relations part one formulating good research questions designing good
research projects part two methods of theoretical argumentation part three conceptualization measurement part four large scale data collection representation methods part
five quantitative empirical methods part six qualitative mixed methods
Developing Focus Group Research 2019-08-09 in highlighting the unique features of focus groups cyr explains how they can help social science researchers effectively
answer certain research questions
The Good Marriage: How and Why Love Lasts 2006-08-10 an active pleasure to read mail on sunday harold wilson s famous reference to white heat captured the optimistic
spirit of a society in the midst of breathtaking change from the gaudy pleasures of swinging london to the tragic bloodshed in northern ireland from the intrigues of
westminster to the drama of the world cup british life seemed to have taken on a dramatic new momentum the memories images and colourful personalities of those heady
times still resonate today mop tops and mini skirts strikes and demonstrations carnaby street and kings road harold wilson and edward heath mary quant and jean shrimpton
enoch powell and mary whitehouse marianne faithfull and mick jagger in this wonderfully rich and readable historical narrative dominic sandbrook looks behind the myths of
the swinging sixties to unearth the contradictions of a society caught between optimism and decline
Doing Cultural Anthropology 2021-02-26 this critical edition publishes for the first time anywhere the original manuscript and revised versions of pudd nhead wilson mark
twain s story of the antebellum south first published in 1894 continues to prompt conversations about race and the dire legacy of american slavery at its heart is roxy a
mixed race woman enslaved to a wealthy missouri family to save her infant son whose father was white from being sold down the river roxy switches him in the cradle with
her master s son setting in motion a train of ironic and bitter events with its mixture of farce social commentary tragedy and satire pudd nhead wilson has come to be one
of mark twain s most read and most studied works but few have read the original pudd nhead wilson the text familiar since 1894 as editor benjamin griffin shows was
heavily edited and censored first by the author himself under pressure from family and friends then by his publishers now the mark twain project makes available the full
text of the morgan library manuscript the original version together with a critical text of the revised version stripped of the changes imposed by mark twain s editors
and publishers two fascinating ways to encounter this troubled and troubling novel
Interdisciplinary Perspectives on the Relation between Sleep and Learning in Early Development 1967-10-21 this book attempts to disseminate information about several e
governance projects and possible data mining benefits which are the future of good governance in india
Billboard 2020-04-09 arthur e waite and artist pamela colman smith s rider waite tarot 1909 is the most popular tarot in the world today it is affectionately referred to
as the rider waite smith tarot in recognition of the high quality of smith s contributions waite and smith s deck has become the gold standard for identifying and
analyzing contemporary tarot and other meditation decks based on archetypes developments in both visual and literary history and theory have influenced tarot since its
fifteenth century invention as a game and subsequent adaptations for esotericism cartomancy and meditation this analysis consider tarot in relation to established modern
and postmodern art movements such as symbolism surrealism and pattern and decoration art as well as the concepts and theories informing both the dominance and the
dissolution of the modernist grid and hierarchical priorities this work also explores the close connection between tarot and the invention of the literary novel and
includes new material on the representation of tarot in film and fiction a new chapter addresses the growing influence of the archetypal shadow and shadow work on tarot
as an artistic form narrative genre and practice in the new millennium



The SAGE Handbook of Research Methods in Political Science and International Relations 2019-03-28 this stimulating text presents a concise and accessible introduction to
feminist theory today covering all the major variants of feminist political thought it offers a unique examination of the archive of modern feminist theory from the
publication of the feminine mystique in 1963 to current postmodernist and legal feminist texts it provides both an intellectual history and a political critique of
contemporary feminism in the united states and in the united kingdom judith evans focuses on the divergence within as well as between feminist schools and on protests
from women marginalized by the movement including those who are lesbian and those who are black feminist theory today contends that the early feminist demand for radical
equality has gone contributing to its drastic undertheorization while brilliantly reconceptualizing this concept the author documents the changes in socialist feminism
from its revolutionary origins to its current focus on modifying liberal democratic forms
Focus Groups for the Social Science Researcher 2005 this report offers a survey of the methods that are being deployed at leading digital libraries to assess the use and
usability of their online collections and services focusing on 24 digital library federation member libraries the study s author distinguished dlf fellow denise troll
covey conducted numerous interviews with library professionals who are engaged in assessment the report describes the application strengths and weaknesses of assessment
techniques that include surveys focus groups user protocols and transaction log analysis covey s work is also an essential methodological guidebook for each method that
she covers she is careful to supply a definition explain why and how libraries use the method what they do with the results and what problems they encounter the report
includes an extensive bibliography on more detailed methodological information and descriptions of assessment instruments that have proved particularly effective
Winemaker 1979 the 4th edition of this extensive text is an outstanding resource prepared by nurses and a librarian for nurses in a structured and helpful style it
presents thousands of items from the literature published papers reports books and electronic resources as a clear accessible and most of all useful collection the
efforts to signpost and lead the reader to the sought for information are effective and well conceived and the how to use this book section is remarkably simple the book
should be found in every nursing and health library every research institute and centre and close to many career researchers desks rcn research this latest edition of
resources for nursing research provides a comprehensive bibliography of sources on nursing research and includes references for books journal papers and internet
resources designed to act as a signpost to available literature in the area this fourth edition covers the disciplines of nursing health care and the social sciences
entries are concise informative and accessible and are arranged under three main sections sources of literature covers the process of literature searching including using
libraries and other tools for accessing literature methods of inquiry includes an introduction to research how to conceptualize and design nursing and health research
measurement and data collection and the interpretation and presentation of data the background to research in nursing encompasses the development of nursing research the
profession s responsibilities the role of government funding research roles and careers and education for research fully revised and updated the fourth edition includes
just under 3000 entries of which 90 are new it has extensive coverage of us uk literature and other international resources this new edition will be an essential guide
for all those with an interest in nursing research including students teachers librarians practitioners and researchers
Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series 1956 in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand
content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and
mobile entertainment issues and trends
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